Soundtraxx tsunami wiring diagram

Welcome to the website that coined the phrase "DCC Friendly! If you can install sound in a
hopper car, you can put it in almost any car! You can even put it under a load on a flat car! Just
the greatest thing since realistic sound came to model railroading! It is a module that brings
appropriate sound and lighting to rolling stock, cabeese, and passenger cars. Fits N-scale to
G-scale. Speed sensitive clickity-clack, wheel squeel, wheel noise, wheel flat-spot, generator,
brake squeal and release, glad-hand release, whistle for caboose, coupler clank, uncoupling,
bell, emergency air dump, hand brakes. Other features - lighting - cabeese interiors, passenger
cars. Doesn't do cattle sounds and such. Does do cow bell. Go figure! Installation completely
fits within a coal load of a 2-bay hopper car. It is basically a DCC decoder without a motor drive
circuit and sounds appropriate to rolling stock. It consists with locomotive to provide speed
sensitive features. You can even use it with non-sound-equipped locos! Activate with a magnet
over car. Sensor located on bottom flat side of decoder near connector end. Works with any
DCC system. F12 capability not required, but would require reassignment of coupler clank.
Soundtraxx CurrentKeeper Maintains sound for 10 seconds or so on dirty track or unpowered
frogs. Soundtraxx Speakers 1. Connectors to disconnect body, speaker, and power pickups.
Use Soundtraxx connectors or Miniatronics connector pair 2 pair per pack. May be hard to hear
over idling diesels and pounding airpumps. Avoid mutliple swipes with magnet. How will you
identify them? Give this some thought. In a through freight? In a passenger train? In a unit
train? Mixed freight? During an operating session? Individual sounds can be tailored to your
liking. See CVs - in Soundtraxx's technical reference manual. Assemble and test before
mounting inside a body shell. When you install a locomotive decoder, you usually remove the
body shell and installation occurs on the chassis. With SoundCar, the decoder needs to be
close to the roof of box cars, passenger cars, cabeese, etc, so that you can use the intelligent
consisting feature. So before you attach your SoundCar to the roof, wire everything up and
make sure it works. If you don't you will surely hate yourself! Alternately, mount your SoundCar
on top of a block of wood that holds the SoundCar near the roof. Then mount the block of wood
on the car's chassis. Mechanical reefer with block of wood to hold SoundCar near roof. Speaker
gluing: Glue one side and let dry. Then glue other three sides. This will avoid chasing the
speaker and Goo around which would make a mess and ruin your speaker. Make sure SoundCar
sensor is not near speaker. Soundtraxx's documentation tells you to do this. It's important, so I
wanted to make sure you didn't miss this advice. Make sure the wires to trucks are the right
length before gluing. If you glue them to the car body as Ring Engineering suggests, before you
are absolutely sure you have allowed just the right amount of slack, you may have ruined your
power pick-up truck. By the way, note that Ring Engineering recommends against using
adhesives like Goo on their wires. When using connectors to connect to your power pick-ups,
use sockets female for the power pick-ups. This will avoid shorting your track power. If you
have a floor mounted speaker, do the opposite - use pins male for the speaker. That way, when
you connect your body mounted SoundCar, you will not risk plugging your speaker output to
the track power and "letting the smoke out of your SoundCar. Using connectors as shown will
avoid hooking up SoundCar incorrectly and burning anything up. If a car derails while in
motion, the sound effects will continue as if the car was still zipping down the track! It stops
once placed on track and receives a zero-speed packet. Need more help? See my website
Sound page. You may print this for your own, personal, non-commercial use. Non-commercial,
non-personal reproduction may be requested by visiting All users, commercial and
non-commercial, may link only to this site at HO RR Photos. Advanced Topics. Garden RR
Photos. Block Detection. Turnout Control. Wire Resistance. DCC for Beginners. Decoder
Installs. DCC in Garden. What's New. Installation Guide. Software Release 1. Digital sound
decoder for athearn genesis gp 5 pages. Tsunami digital sound decoder installation notes 5
pages. Page 2 The information in this document is subject to change without notice.
SoundTraxx Throttle Up! This reference also explains their exact function and make-up for
those who wish to have a complete reference for advanced programming techniques. Page 5:
Features All Aboard! Tsunami Features Tsunami Digital Sound Decoders have a great number
of new features designed to enhance your operating experience. Many features operate
similarly to previous SoundTraxx decoders, but some features will require a little explanation.
One new addition, the Dyno-Light, provides the missing element in the operation of the
Dynamo, or steam generator. This mimics the effect of the gradual increase in brightness as the
generator spools up and supplies power to the headlight. Page 7: Installation Pre-installation
Check List It will be a great temptation to begin connecting wires immediately. Before you
install your Tsunami Digital Sound Decoder, there are some simple precautions you should
take. First, read the instruction sheet that came with your decoder carefully! It will always be the
source of the most recent information. Page 8 SoundTraxx P. SoundTraxx offers two sizes of 1.
The best sound will come from locomotives powered with can motors. Older, open-frame

motors may produce an offensive, interference sound. Place the locomotive on a section of
track powered by a conventional DC power pack set to the same track voltage as your
command station typically volts. Figure 2 shows a typical Tsunami installation in a die-cast
locomotive. In this instance, the speaker is mounted in the fuel tank, with the module itself
under the fan grills. Page 13 Alternatively, up under the fan grills or in the cab can be good
locations. Note: Do not use Tsunami with speakers whose total impedance is less than 8 ohms.
Doing so may result in erratic operation or even component failure! Page 16 DSD and various
sub-components. This will help you determine which type of connector is best suited for your
needs. Page Step 4: Isolate The Motor Be aware that some locomotives may make contact
between the motor and frame only when the body is reinstalled. Page 18 You will also need to
disconnect the wires leading to any lights you wish to use. Using an ohmmeter, check that each
lamp lead is electrically isolated from the frame as well as the left and right rail pickups. Page 20
Fabricate styrene baffle Oval Speaker Speaker Mill out the metal fuel tank and create styrene
Speaker Gasket deck plate for speaker to mount. Page Step 7: Install The Exhaust Cam Steam If
you are intending to synchronize the steam exhaust chuff using a mechanical cam switch, you
have a little more work to do. SoundTraxx offers its P. Page 23 If the wire is too short, it will rub
against the synchronizer disk with excess force causing premature wear and possible binding.
Page 26 If in doubt, try swapping the polarity of one speaker and see if the sound improves or
worsens. Tsunami is designed to drive an 8 ohm load. You must properly wire multiple speakers
according to the directions that follow so as not to exceed this load. Page 27 8 ohms. Unlike
lightbulbs, LEDs are sensitive to polarity. SoundTraxx offers P. Page Support Return the Digital
Sound Decoder with your dated sales receipt, properly packaged, post- age paid and insured.
SoundTraxx is not responsible for product lost or damaged in transit. To help expedite your
repair, complete a Service Request Form available from our website at All Rights Reserved.
Print page 1 Print document 35 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. The cookie settings on this website
are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best experience. Please click Accept Cookies
to continue to use the site. Regardless of your scale or prototype, we have a sound system for
you! Our professional sound engineers record and edit our sound files and test our decoders
multiple times before we ship to ensure top quality. We've been designing and manufacturing
the latest innovations in model railroad electronics since Our product lines offer a variety of
solutions to help you add new dimensions to your railroad with sound, lighting, and other DCC
technologies. With the continuing global health crisis, we want our customers to know that we
continue to do what we can to respect the requests of our local and state officials to contain the
spread of the COVID virus. We are committed to ensuring the health and safety of our
customers, employees and their families, and to that end many of us are working from home
and our office is closed to the public. Severe Shipping Delays An unforeseen consequence of
the pandemic is unusually slow delivery times for international orders that are traveling through
the postal system, anywhere from days in some cases. At this time, we cannot recommend the
use of the postal service for this shipments. While you may still select this shipping option
when you check out, we cannot control the length of time it will take to arrive, and in many
cases we cannot provide you with the status of the shipment. We encourage you to select UPS
for your order until further notice. You can place an order at our web store, or call Please allow
extra time for order acknowledgements. Reach Customer Support Cell: Email: support
soundtraxx. Please allow extra time for repair services. Watch your email for announcements
and stay in touch with us via our social media including Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and
Twitter. For retailers, please contact George as we have created a Retailer Forum to help you
during this difficult time. Be sure to keep us apprised of your situation, as we are regularly
updating this page to assist you in keeping your customers up-to-date. Taking off from your
comments, the loco ran perfectly with the boiler removed. Your answer was absolutely correct.
Contact between the painted interior of the boiler backhead and the top brush connection on
the motor created the problem! George, you are a great help to the modeling community. Keep
up the good work and be patient with us! If for no other reason, that is the most compelling for
me to have become a Soundtraxx customer for life! I choose Soundtraxx above all the others for
the following reasons:. I just wanted to say what a fine job you've done on the Tsunami2 line of
decoders; with all the options available and the GREAT sound. I gotta lay out a budget plan to
add to or upgrade several of my locomotives. Model Railroad Sound Systems. SoundTraxx
brings new dimensions in digital sound technology to your model railroad. New Products. We
thank you for your support, patience and patronage. Please be well. Sincerely, The SoundTraxx
Family. SoundTraxx Customer Comments:. I choose Soundtraxx above all the others for the
following reasons: 1 Excellent product, the new Tsunami2 with DDE and sound equalizer is top
notch. Congrats on leading a wonderful company and my best wishes for a New Year. Click to

learn more about Factory Installed Decoders. SoundTraxx Social Media:. The cookie settings on
this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best experience. Please click
Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. This bit, universal-style Digital Sound Decoder is the
only DCC decoder to replicate railcar sounds and lighting effects. It includes selections for
livestock sounds, airhorns, whistles, bells, and interior and exterior lighting effects for
passenger cars, cab cars, and cabooses. Tsunami SoundCar has been updated with new
sounds, including BeastBanter, providing livestock sound effects for cattle and sheep, new
airhorns and whistles, and new bells. The SoundCar is suitable for N - G scales. Measuring
47mm x 14mm x 8. All of them! Since its sound effects are customizable, the SoundCar is
appropriate for all kinds of rolling stock. The generator sound can be adjusted for reefers
intermittent and passenger cars constant , and the clickety-clack rate can be customized for any
car -- from bobber cabooses to 6-axle observation cars -- by setting the number of axles per
truck and trucks per car. The SoundCar also has a selection of airhorns and bells for cab cars
and push-pull service cars. It even includes an air whistle for cabooses used as shoving
platforms during switching across grade crossings -- no more FRA fines! The SoundCar
includes a selection of the most common airhorns, bells and whistles for cab cars and
cabooses. Bell options are cast, electronic, and gong. The bell ring rate is also adjustable.
Based on our experience, we recommend having a SoundCar decoder installed in every third or
fourth car of a train for best results. The SoundCar 3-Pack provides you with great savings to
equip multiple models. We thoughtfully designed the SoundCar to add another dimension of
realism to layouts so that it's not just a noisemaker. We recorded a variety of rolling stock with
variances in tonnage to bring you the most realistic sounds to accommodate any type of car.
The SoundCar also includes independent volume controls and other user-adjustable features so
you can tailor the effects to your layout and personal taste. Traditional consisting methods can
be cumbersome and time-consuming if you have a number of SoundCar-equipped models. We
developed Intelligent Consisting as another option for quickly adding and removing cars from a
consist without having to do any CV programming. Intelligent Consisting mode is triggered by
waving a magnet over the SoundCar-equipped models that are to be added to the train. To
remove a car from the consist; simply wave the magnet over the model again. This consisting
method is also synchronized with prototypical sounds. The SoundCar decoders have also been
monitoring the DCC signal bus for the status of all active addresses and instantly synchronizes
its function state and throttle speed with the loco or consist that it just joined. When the train
pulls away, the SoundCar will create the clickety-clacks, flange squeals, brake sequence
sounds, and more, just like any car on a prototype train. When the car is released from the
consist, the sounds of the hand brake being tied down and set is played to acknowledge that it
is no longer part of the train. Yes, it has four outputs that can be set to our Hyperlight effects -perfect for adding interior lamps to passenger cars, flashing rear-end devices FRED , and the
flicker of a wood-burning stove to cabooses. Installation will vary by model and we will post
installation documents on our website. The trickiest installations will require adding electrical
pickups to the model and modifying the body to allow the sound to escape. The decoder should
be oriented so that the sensor is facing outward from the model the sensor is located on the
"flat side" of the decoder, opposite the capacitors. Installation example: Note the location of the
SoundCar on the roof of the model with the Intelligent Consisting sensor facing outward for
accessibility. There are a number of commercially available wiper kits and trucks with electrical
pickups that you can install on your model. Or, you can make your own. On average, a
SoundCar with only the sounds activated at their default volume levels draws about mA at 14
volts while running at normal speeds. We recommend the CurrentKeeper for models that do not
have all wheels equipped with rail pickups. The SoundCar includes a socket for easily
connecting a CurrentKeeper. Your train is no longer limited to locomotive sounds! Which scales
can use the SoundCar? In which types of rolling stock can the SoundCar be installed? Which
airhorns, bells and whistles are available on the SoundCar? Do I need to have a SoundCar
decoder in every model for the full effect? Will the SoundCar overwhelm my layout with a bunch
of noise? Is the rate of the clickety-clack, flat spot, and flange squeals synced to the speed of
the locomotive? What exactly is Intelligent Consisting? How does Intelligent Consisting work?
Does the SoundCar have outputs for lighting effects? Is the SoundCar difficult to install?
SoundCar wiring diagram. My model does not have electrical pickups. What are my options for
adding them? Will SoundCar-equipped models draw a lot of power? Is a CurrentKeeper required
for all SoundCar installations? What speaker can I use with the SoundCar? The SoundCar is
designed to work with any 8-ohm speaker. Tsunami SoundCar Resources. The cookie settings
on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best experience. Please click
Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. This line provides high quality onboard locomotive
sound, precision motor control and brilliant lighting effects. The Tsunami2 Digital Sound

Decoder is designed to enhance your model railroading experience by giving you a wide variety
of innovative features and only the most realistic sound for your models. Scroll down to learn
about more Tsunami2 Features! Tsunami2 leads the industry in processing power with a bit
processor that provides the necessary horsepower to support 28 functions, 16 polyphonic
sound channels, tons of sound and lighting effects, and advanced motor control. Tsunami2
Digital Sound Decoders offer over 50 individual sounds and over 20 lighting effects in each
model! Did you know that our Tsunami2 Digital Sound Decoders include many built-in features
designed to help your model railroad operate as realistically as possible? Tsunami2 sound
decoders are so powerful that they come with four special effects processors: the Equalizer,
Sound Mixer, Dynamic Digital Exhaust, and Reverb. It's like having a complete sound studio at
your fingertips! With Tsunami2's adjustable steam cut-off you will feel like you are in the cab
and in control. We have also added new and remastered sounds to add even more realism to
your models. Tusnami2 steam decoders can produce over 50 sound effects including 12 bells,
90 whistles, 10 air pumps, 8 dynamos, 10 exhaust chuffs, snifter valve, injectors, Johnson Bar,
power reverse, firebox blower, side rod clank, brake squeal, and more! Tsunami2 diesel sound
decoders are full of new features with over 50 sound effects including engine startup and
shutdown, engine prime mover through all eight notches, Straight-to-8, HEP mode, 13 bells,
over 40 airhorns, 4 air compressors, dynamic brakes, radiator fans, brake squeal, and more!
Tsunami2 Digital Sound Decoders. Tsunami2 Features. Tsunami2 steam decoders are loaded
with amazing features that bring your railroad to life! Tsunami2 diesel sound decoders are full
of new features! Clickety-clack, fueling, and authentic cab chatter add realism Prototypically
correct HEP modes and steam heat for authentic passenger train operations Auxiliary HEP
Generator. Whether you are equipping a modern ACS or an urban trolley, everything you need
is here! How to set up Flashing Ditch Lights with Tsunami2 decoders. Tsunami2 Steam Decoder
Chuff Cadence. Dynamic Digital Exhaust. Tsunami2 Passenger Operations. CV Dynamic Brake
Rate. Tsunami vs. Tsunami2 Dynamic Digital Exhaust. Tsunami2 Resources. Quick Links. See
also: User Manual. Tsunami2 and Econami Digital Sound Decoder. Tsunami digital sound
decoder installation notes 5 pages. Page 2: Table Of Contents The information in this document
is subject to change without notice. SoundTraxx Throttle Up! To download all user
documentation, visit Then, finish reading this installation guide. While installing the decoder,
keep these precautions in mind: Handle the decoder carefully in a Do not exceed the output
ratings for static-free environment. For more information about our full line of installation
accessories, visit Miniature Speakers, Baffles, and Gaskets: We have a variety of miniature
speakers, baffles, and gasket kits for use with our digital sound decoders; Page 6: Installation
Installation Installation Step 1. Place the locomotive on a section of track powered by a
conventional DC powerpack set to the same track voltage as your command station typically
volts. Page 7: Step 2. Note: Employing a proper speaker enclosure cannot be emphasized
enough; the absence of an effective enclosure is almost always the cause of poor sound
SoundTraxx Speaker Baffle Kit quality. Tsunami2 and Econami Installation Guide Page 8
Installation Steam Locomotive Considerations Sound quality is greatly affected by speaker
placement, which depends on the size and type of locomotive. The speaker will produce higher
quality sound when fixed within an airtight enclosure with the front of the speaker facing open
air. Most steam engines have a tender that can be used as an enclosure. Page 9: Step 3. Page
Step 4. This typically includes removing weights, mounting brackets, and internal bracing, as
well as modifying other structural features. Steam Modification Installing a decoder in a steam
locomotive often involves modifying the tender and tender floor. Page 11 Installation Modify the
Tender Floor Speakers can be located on the tender floor in many instances. Consider the
following when mounting the speaker to the tender floor: 1. Determine the exact speaker
location within the tender and verify that there is clearance between the tender body and
speaker magnet. Page Step 5. Mount The Speaker Fix the gasket to the speaker, and fix the
speaker to the desired surface. Take care not to fix the gasket to the speaker cone. Page Step 6.
Doing so may result in erratic operation, or even cause component failure. Page 14 Refer to the
wiring diagrams on page 21 for more information. Page 15 9-pin plug. Pull gently with even
force applied to all 9 wires to remove the SoundT
jvc wiring diagram car stereo
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raxx wire harness from the decoder. Page Step 7. Test The Istallation Installation Step 7. Test
the Installation At this point, you should be ready for the test track. Test the installation
according to the following: 1. Please contact our Customer Support at or support soundtraxx.
HO scale models. Current Keeper Installation Plug the CurrentKeeper wire harness directly into

the 2-pin socket located next to the motor connections on the decoder. Use a small flathead
screwdriver to loosen the screws on the top of the block. If necessary, trim any excess length
from the wires to prevent them from interfering with installation. Page 22 Tsunami2 and
Econami Installation Guide This manual is also suitable for: Tsunami2 tsupnem Econami eco
Tsunami2 tsu Econami ecopnem Tsunami2 tsu-pnp Econami eco-pnp Show all Tsunami2 tsu
Econami eco Econami eco Print page 1 Print document 22 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

